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nssrRAcr-/. P. Spencer et aI. (2OO9) tl,sk readers to
reject the rurtit:istremltiritist dialogue and adopt a new
th.eoretica.l perspecthte on cognition, focwing on "d'eael-
opmcntal process.'o This commcntaty argu'es that the d'fu-
Iague beween natitsisrn and. empiricism is a rich souree of
iruWht into the ndture and, d.eaelapm'ent of hwnanlm'owl-
edge. Indced,, the d,ialogue is efiering a neur and' ercitittg
ph.a.se, in which new mcthnds of controll'ed' rearhg a,nd
of cognitfue neurosci.ence, and, new conceptual tools for
wd,erstand,fury learnfury, alknn explaration of how hwrutn
concepts en.erge through the interaction of i.nnate cogni'
thse structures shaped. by natwal sel'ecrtono uirh statistical
Learnirtg processes shaped. by specific encounters wilh
the world.. This approach fosters new, interd.isciplinaty
research that promises to increase drama'tically und,er-
standing of human lm.owlcdge.
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Humans develop knowledge with remarkable speed and flexibil-
ity. Our reasoning about the physical world begins in infancy
yet is continually revised in physics labs. Understanding of the
social world grows rapidly throughout early development and
takes on myriad forms across cultures, Knowledge of number
and geometry has foundations in infancy yet develops to widely
differing endpoints within and across societies. What accounts
for the speed and flexibility of developing human knowledge?

For 2,500 yeare, this question has animated the dialogue
between nativism and empiricism. Nativist and empiricist claims
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are in dialogue, not debate, for three reasons. One reason is
semantic: Iwwte meats rwt leamed, and so claims of irurateness
and leaming are mutually dependent. The second reason is con-
ceptual: Any leaming mechanism necessarily requires unlearned
abilities for detecting and analyzing inputs and for drawing infer-
ences, and so claims of leaming inevitably presuppose a set of
innate capacities. The third reason is empirical People absorb
s)lstems of culture-specific knowledge largely by leaming those
systems. Although it is logically possible that exposure to French
could cause children to speak Swahili, or counes in painting
could cause students to know calculus, as a matter of fact, the
releuant expeierrce for developing knowledge of French and cal-
culus includes exposure. respectively, to French and calculus.
Thus, dialogue conceming what is leamed, and what innate
structures support that leaming, requires consideration of the rel-
evant experiences that allow for knowledge to be acquired.

Spencer et al.'s (2009) article "Short Arms and Talking Eggs:
Why We Should No lnnger Abide the Nativist-Empiricist
Debate'o centers on two incompatible claims. In the introduction
and conclusion, the authors argue that any claim of innateness is
meaningless. In their discussion of examples, however, they
argue that specific claims of innateness are not logically incoher-
ent but false, and they draw with approval on evidence that chil-
dren leam to recognize their caregivers, navigate through the
environment, and speak their language. If leaming is a coherent
and useful concept in these domains, howevero then claims of
innateness also are coherent, useful, and necessary to explain
the mechanisms underlying leaming. We could contest Spencer
et al.'s specific accounts of development in the above domains,
but such a discussion is undermined by their more radical claim
that the nativist--empiricist dialogue is a meaningless exercise.

Thus, in t}is commentary, we consider the radical claim of
Spencer et al.'s tide, introduction, and conclusion. In place of
the nativist-empiricist dialogue, Spencer et al. call for a new the-
oretical perspective that focuses on oodeveloprnental process.o'
Historians of science appraise theoretical perspectives in multi-
ple ways, but there are two key criteria. First, does a perspective
promote understanding of currently known phenomena and
thinking about curent problems? Second, does it foster new
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lines ol rescirrr:h'/ We argue here that the nativist-empiricist dia-
logue scores high on both measures. In contrast, Spencer et al.
provit{e no eviclence that their developmental process approach
passes either test.

Since 1950s, the nativist-empiricist dialogue has been a
remarkable errgine of research and a guide to thinking about psy-
chological development. Rigorous controlled-rearing experiments
have charted the diverce contributions of genetically guided
structure and ofvisual experience to the organization ofthe cere-
bral cortex (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962; Hubel, Wiesel, & Levay'
1977) and the adaptive control of behavior (Held & Hein, 1963;
Walk, Gibson, & Tighe, 1957). In parallel, comparative behav-
ioral experiments teased apart the phylogenetic and ontogenetic
roots of human capacities to perceive distance (Gibson & Walk'
1960) and fonn (Fantz, l95B). Until the 1990s, however, the
nativist--empiricist dialol5uc faced two limitatiorn'

The first limil wers crnJririr:al: 1'he pioneering research we cited
above did not venture ncar hurizuts'central cognitive capacities.
Detailed conrptrrisons at:ross species revealed that capacities
such a-s depth pcnrr:ption depend on highly similar mechanisms
in humans un<l olhcr ntartmals. Thus, studies of cats and mon-
keys bnrught insights irrto perceptugl development in humans. In
contrast, ahsttacl cognitivr: capacities such as numerical and
geometrical rcasonittg wt lr': thought to be unique to humans, and
so the arsenal ol' melltods at the disposal of comparative develop-
mental psy(rhologisls nnrl treltroscientists was not brought to bear
to address tltctn. lJr,rt:ausc il is ethically impossible to conduct
controlletl*rearirrg studies on human infants or to implant elec-
trodes in their lrnrins, n':scat'cheni eould not use the most reveal-
ing techniqruls ol' rtrtnparutive psychology and neurophysiology
to probe human r:rrgnitive rlcvelopment'

The secrrnd limitrrtion w&s eonceptual. The best accounts of
the remcrkable spetd of human cognitive development were
those ttrat coniiLlninrxl t'frilcl leamers to restricted cognitive
domains, fnsterin;4 a vir:w ol cognitive origins as consisting of a
set of itrnate, ilnrnuin-spet:ifi(,r systems (the "massive modularity"
thesis). The lrc*rt B(:(:oulrt$ o[ the flexibility of human cognitive
developrnenl, itr t:ontt'tt-qt" were those that proposed a single, gen-
eral-purpooe lennring device. such as associative "connectionist"
networkri. The lirrmer solulion provided no satisfactory account
of thel flexibility of htrnran ltratners, however, and the latter solu-
tion providetl tro sotisf'actory account of either the rapidity of
early leoming or lhe lar:k ol interference between the myriad
conceptual domtirrg over which leaming operates.

Over the lanl decnek:. there have been remarkable break-
throughs on both there tlrnpirical and conceptual fronts. The cen-
tral insight that haii hnrught empirical prcgress to the study of
the origins of hrrman knowledge comes from the finding that
complex hutnan r:ergnitive achievements such as mathematics
depend on d $ct of lbundntional cognitive systems that humans
share with other &nimals (Dehaene, 1997; Gallistel, 1990), sys-
tems that we cnlled '?ore knowledge' (Spelke & Kinzlea 2007).
Studies of nunrerical rca^soning serve as an example, Although
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educated human children and adults are the only organisms that
engage in symbolic, exact addition, the process by which we add
symtnlic numbers draws crucially on a nonsymbolic numerical
ability that monkeys, pigeons, and newly hatched chicks share
(Dehaene, 1997; Hauser & Spelke, 2fi)4). When that nonsym-
bolic system is damaged by brain injury or is temporarily deacti-
vated by transcranial magnetic stimulation, human adults show
marked impairments in symtrolic arithmetic reasoning (Cappel-
letti, Barth, Fregni, Spetke, & Pascual-Leone, 2007; [,emer'
Dehaene, Spelke, & Cohen,2003). And when that system is
enhanced in children through training, children improve their
leaming of symbolic, school arithmetic (Wilson & Dehaene,
2007; see also Halberda,M:azzocco, & Feigenson, 2fi)8)-

The finding that uniquely human numerical reasoning depends
on cognitive systems that we share with other animals allows for
a breakthrough in studies of the origins of knowledge. Compara-
tive psychologists and neurophysiologists can now use all of the
methods at their disposal, including neurophysiological studies
of the brain mechanisms that constitute these systems at levels
from molecules to single neurons to cin:uits, and controlled-
rearing studies that probe systematically the environmental con-
ditions under which these systems emerge. Recent years have
seen dramatic findings from studies using each of these methods.
For example, researchers have found neurons responsive to
specific numbers of visual elements in monkeys (e.g., Niedea
Freedman, & Miller, 2002) in brain regions involved in the basic
numerical computations that monkeys and humans share. As neu-
rophysiologists study these neurons and trace their circuits, they
will gain insights into numerical computations at a level of detail
never before possible, analogous to the evidence that an earlier
generation of neurophysiologists gained about the basic neural
events that allow humans, and other animals, to detect visible
edges and perceive depth. As a second example, controlled-
rearing studies now allow investigators to study the role of experi-
ence with number and geometry in the development of these
critical components to mathematical understandittg ("-g., Chian-
detti & Vallortigara, 2008). We believe the present moment is as
exciting for the study of cognitive development as the llb0s were
for visual development: A time when questions humans have
asked for millennia can be addressed directly by experiments.

Recent theoretical insights using tools from statistics provide
an additional example of the conceptual and empirical value of
the nativist--empiricist dialogue Baffran, Aslin, & Newport,
1996; Tenenbaum, Griffiths, & Kemp,2006). For instance, Baye-
sian statistical modeling views learning as a special form of
hypothesis testing. Icamers begin with a set of mutually exclu-
sive and exhaustive hlpotheses and with an initial estimate of
the probability that each hypothesis is correct (the prrors). As
data become available, a leamer evaluates the probability that
these data would have been obtained under each of the hypothe-
ses in her initial set (the likelihnods). On the basis of the priors
and likelihoodso leamers revise their estimate of the probability
of each hypothesis and consider further data' This prircess
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continues until one of the hypotheses in the initial set grows in
probability to a sufficiently high level.

Bayesian models promise to explain both the rapidity and the
flexibility of human leaming (Ienenbaum et al., 2006). Because
they depend on preexisting, rich conceptual structures, there is a
'sense in which these models are as nativist as any previous
nativist proposal. Because they explain all leaming thmugh a
single theoretical framework, however, there is also a sense in
which they are as empiricist as any previous empiricist propos-
als. Unlike many connectionist proposals, for example, current
Bayesian models do not require that separate networks with dif-
fering qualitative properties be evoked to allow effective leaming
in distinct domains. A single set of leaming principles, applied
to a rich knowledge base by a rich inductive machine, explains
both the ease and the flexibility of human learning.

A recent Bayesian approach to word leaming serves as an
example. Xu and Tenenbaum (2007) modeled children's leaming
of wonds in a set of conceptual domains by measuring the full
hierarchical organization of each domain in adults, and then
using the adults' complete organization as the priors for chil-
drent inductive inferences. With this rich base of preexisting
knowledge, the authors modeled children's word leaming
through leaming processes that were fully general, with no spe-
cific constraints on word meanings or interword relationships.
Although the conceptual priors in this analysis may be constued
in multiple ways, and may have developed in young children
through processes that involved earlier learning, this Bayesian
approach attributes far more structure to child word leamers than
did previous approaches.

In brief, we believe that the study of cogaitive development
has now entered the most exciting and productive time of its his-
tory. New conceptual tools allow us to ask, as never before, how
central and abstract concepts emerge in the human mind through
a mix of innate concepts that are shaped by natural selection,
and learning that is shaped by specific encounters with the
objects to be leamed. The empirical tools of psychology and cog-
nitive neuroscience allow us to test specific claims of innateness
and leaming with a vast array of methods, and to target levels of
analysis from molecules to mind and action.

This is the world that Spencer et al. ask us to reject. In its
place, they urge developmental psychologists to move to a new
land of developmental process. Because they have devoted their
essay to attacking the nativist--empiricist dialogue, they do not
say what developmental process is, or what conceptual tools and
research methods will serve to elucidate it. What developmental
process, for example, makes having short arms more germane to
developing French than, say, encountering French speakers, fol-
lowing their gaze to the objects of their attention, and testing
h1'potheses about the information they intend to convey? While
waiting for answers to such guestions, we will stay happily on
course with research that promises to bring rich and insighdul
knowledge about the origins of human cognitive capacities for
the next 2,500 years to come.
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